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1. I am a married man, 35 years of age, and I reside at an address which is known to the police. I
am a landscape gardener by occupation, employed in a family business.

0

2. I know Greg KNIGHT.

3. I was a student at St Paul's Anglican boys school at Bald Hills from 1980 to 1984. During my
time at the school, I was involved with the music program. I took music as a subject, and
played the drums in the school bands. KNIGHT was the music teacher and band conductor of
all the bands at the school between 1981 and 1984.
4. I knew a student by the name of BSG

.\BSG

I

If"'as a year below me at school,

and was also involved in the music program. He was a bass player in the bands. I would
consider that\BSG \and I were mates at school.

·c· ,
\

/

5. I observed from very early on that KNIGHT befriended \BSG [and tried to be a father figure for
him. Even on a father and son night at the Greek Club, possibly in 1981or1982, KNIGHT took
\BSG Ias the father of\BSG

I I also remember going to \BSG

\house atooa:mone day, and

KNIGHT was there. I got the impression that~other was happy that KNIGHT had taken
on a fatherly role fo~

I

BSA
Witness
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6. One weekend later in the year in 1984, K1;l"IGHT organised a "musicathon" at the school to raise
money for the music program. It was held in the Krebs building, which was the music block.
The idea of the musicathon was that from the period between Friday afternoon and Sunday
afternoon, music had to be played 24 hours a day. Over the weekend, I slept at the school in one
of the rooms in the Krebs building.

7. On a d~y shortly after that weekend, ~oss;bly the Wednesday or Thursday, a student told me
somethmg

about~SG

J(This student told me that ~SGJ had said that KNIGHT

had "grabbed him on the dick" during the musicathon weekend.)

8.

J

Within an hour or so of being told this, I approachedr sG and said to him, "Was it true about
Mr KNIGHT touching you?"

9. [BSGleplied, "Yes."

L_J

f \,

tSG J

i_,J

10. I then said to

\).J\,..\l(b'-'
/\;\( '7'2

\/'- ~<L

(._,~(.., \

l}-<1'-

G

0A;

''What happened?"

'> ')

l' l(/l·l. ~S: } hen sa;d, something like, "Mr KNIGITT asked us to sleep in our undies, and later that
mg t, he came into the practice room and put his hand under the sheet and put his hand on my

'

dick."

c., 1 I

12. I felt sorry for~SG ] and I thought that something should be done about it. I didn't want to see
the Headmaster di!bert CASE because I didn't feel that I could confide in him, so I went to the
school Chaplain, Father TRAHERNE. I took my frienf SF

13.

0

~SF }

} ith me.

nd I went into the school Chapel and approached Father TRAHERNE. I then told Father

TRAHERNE

what~SG }

ad told me about KNIGHT. (Father TRAHERNE thanked me for the

information, and then walked out of the room.) I never heard anything more about it. I don't

\

think I discussed it further

with~

I\ 14. One day at school a few weeks later, I heard from another student that KNIGHT was leaving.
\
\

I

went down to the music block and saw KNIGHT. KNIGHT then told me that he was leaving,
and gave me a set of drumsticks. He seemed really down and rejected, like he'd had his heart
broken.

I

BSA
.... wS .

I
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15. That was the last time I saw KNIGHT.

Justices Act 1886
I acknowledge by virtue of section 110A(5)(c)(ii) of the Justices Act 1886 that:
(1)

This written statement by me dated 22 October 2002 and contained in the pages numbered 1 to 3
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief; and

(2)

I make this statement knowing that, if it were admitted as evidence, I may be liable to prosecution

·~ ·~=I ~·: .~"°.~ ":~:: . ..... . .
1

\BSA

'°'

Signed at

•toting ...

Sitn•turn

.J~.'..~.:?.?.'~~. . this ...... ... ~.g.......day of....o...~.:t.... .... 20.Q. ~

I

BSA
.... ·-

,
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15. That was the last time I saw KNIGHT.

BSA

Justices Act 1886
I acknowledge by virtue of section 1IOA(5)(c)(ii) of the Justices Act J 886 that:

0

(1)

This written statement by me dated 22 October 2002 and contained in the pages numbered l to 3
is true to the best of my knowledge and belief; and

(2)

I make this statement knowing that, if it were admitted as evidence, I may be liable to prosecution
for stating in it anything that I know is false.

BSA
....................................... Siinature

~J-5-.'.-.?.~. ~
~..-.'~-~-..-.. t-h1-·s.-..-...-... ~.~.......day or.. ..0...':-:.:f........ 20.0.. ~

L_S_ig_n_e_d -at- ..

BSA

I

I
Witness
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